Are all data types and connectivity models created equal? Validating common connectivity approaches with dispersal data
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Abstract

Aim: There is enormous interest in applying connectivity modelling to resistance surfaces for identifying corridors for conservation action. However, the multiple analytical approaches used to estimate resistance surfaces and predict connectivity across resistance surfaces have not been rigorously compared, and it is unclear what methods provide the best inferences about population connectivity. Using a large empirical data set on puma (Puma concolor), we are the first to compare several of the most common approaches for estimating resistance and modelling connectivity and validate them with dispersal data.

Location: Southern California, USA.

Methods: We estimate resistance using presence-only data, GPS telemetry data from puma home ranges and genetic data using a variety of analytical methods. We model connectivity with cost distance and circuit theory algorithms. We then measure the ability of each data type and connectivity algorithm to capture GPS telemetry points of dispersing pumas.

Results: We found that resource selection functions based on GPS telemetry points and paths outperformed species distribution models when applied using cost distance connectivity algorithms. Point and path selection functions were not statistically different in their performance, but point selection functions were more sensitive to the transformation used to convert relative probability of use to resistance. Point and path selection functions and landscape genetics outperformed other methods when applied with cost distance; no methods outperformed one another with circuit theory.

Main conclusions: We conclude that path or point selection functions, or landscape genetic models, should be used to estimate landscape resistance for wildlife. In cases where resource limitations prohibit the collection of GPS collar or genetic data, our results suggest that species distribution models, while weaker, may still be sufficient for resistance estimation. We recommend the use of cost distance-based approaches, such as least-cost corridors and resistant kernels, for estimating connectivity and identifying functional corridors for terrestrial wildlife.
1 | INTRODUCTION

Human populations and associated development continue to expand and fragment natural areas, increasing the isolation of wildlife populations (Haddad et al., 2015). Identifying and conserving wildlife corridors between populations have been shown to increase the movement of individuals and counteract population isolation (Gilbert-Norton, Wilson, Stevens, & Beard, 2010). Movement is critical for fulfilling several biological processes such as mating, dispersal, migration and gene flow (Hilty, Lidicker, & Merenlender, 2012) and allows individuals and populations to spatially redistribute in response to disturbances and climate change (Chen, Hill, Ohlemuller, Roy, & Thomas, 2011). The flow of individuals among populations also aids in maintaining metapopulation viability and alleviates threats faced by small, isolated populations (Haddad et al., 2015; Nicholson et al., 2006).

Modelling wildlife corridors requires two main components, (1) a resistance to movement surface (also known as a cost surface) and (2) a connectivity algorithm. Resistance can be estimated empirically using a wide variety of data types including opportunistic presence-only data, occurrence data, relocation data, GPS collar data and genetic data (Zeller, McGarigal, & Whiteley, 2012). Typically, habitat suitability is estimated from one of these data types. For methods based on habitat selection (e.g., all except genetic), resistance is then represented as an inverse function of habitat suitability so that areas of high habitat suitability confer a low resistance and vice versa. Estimating resistance directly from dispersal data is considered the most reliable approach as dispersal is the main process by which organisms move between populations (e.g., Elliot, Cushman, Macdonald, & Loveridge, 2014). However, dispersal data are extremely difficult to obtain and when it is available, sample sizes are typically low (Fagan & Calabrese, 2006). Therefore, GPS collar data derived from home-range movement in the form of steps, paths or movement-only points, or movement inferred from genetic data, are considered the closest proxies for estimating dispersal movements and may be more appropriate for estimating resistance (Cushman & Lewis, 2010; Zeller et al., 2012).

Once a resistance surface is developed, there are a wide variety of algorithms to estimate connectivity, each with different advantages and limitations. Two of the most commonly used connectivity algorithms are CircuitScape (McRae, 2006) and cost distance-based approaches, such as the least-cost corridor (Adriaensen et al., 2003). CircuitScape (CS), based on electrical circuit theory, runs current across resistance surfaces where each pixel is a node and the resistance values between pixels are the resistors. The CS algorithm results in an estimated current density for each pixel on the landscape, with higher values of current representing higher probabilities that a random walker will pass through a pixel. Cost distance algorithms (CD) calculate the cumulative cost from source points across a resistance surface. Cost distance surfaces from two source points can be paired, and troughs can be identified where the cumulative cost and distance between the two points are minimized. Most often, a single, least-cost corridor is derived from these surfaces, although the surfaces can also be bounded at some upper connectivity value to derive multiple paths. The advantage of CS is that it does not assume an individual has complete knowledge of the landscape through which it is travelling. CD approaches are often criticized because they do not make this assumption, which can be problematic as dispersing individuals almost never have experience of the landscape outside of their natal territories (Theobald, 2006). However, an assumption of CS methods is that each pixel, or grid cell, is a population, which may not be a realistic assumption when modelling connectivity at smaller spatial scales, between discrete populations.

Gaining a better understanding of how each data type and connectivity algorithm performs is crucial for future conservation research (Abrahms et al., 2017; Elliot et al., 2014). For example, if models from opportunistic presence-only data capture the dispersal process as well as models from GPS collar data or extensive genetic sampling, then time-consuming and costly data collection efforts may not be necessary. However, if presence-only data perform poorly relative to more robust data types, then the effort for collaring or genetic studies is better justified (e.g., Mateo-Sánchez et al., 2015a,b). To date, there have been few studies assessing the performance of resistance surfaces and connectivity models with independent dispersal data—likely owing to the difficulty in obtaining data on a sufficient number of dispersers. Fattebert, Robinson, Balme, Slotow, and Hunter (2015), Keeley, Beier, and Gagnon (2016), Keeley, Beier, Keeley, and Fagan (2017), and Newby (2011) compared the ability of resource selection functions to predict dispersal habitat and found that predictive ability was high. Elliot et al. (2014), Gastón et al. (2016), and Jackson, Marnewick, Lindsey, Roskraft, and Robertson (2016) found substantial differences among habitat use during resource use and dispersal and concluded dispersers tolerated a wider array of landscape features than residents, and therefore, analysis of occurrence data or non-dispersal movement data would provide biased predictions. For connectivity algorithms, when CS and CD algorithms have been compared, CS tended to outperform CD in capturing dispersal movements (Jackson et al., 2016; McClure, Hansen, & Inman, 2016). None of these studies assessed different data types for estimating resistance as well as different connectivity algorithms in a single analysis. Additionally, none of these studies explored resistance surfaces derived from opportunistic presence-only data or genetic data.

Here, we use empirical dispersal data to assess the performance of several data types and methods for estimating resistance and modelling corridors. Using data from pumas (Puma concolor)
in San Diego County, California, USA, we estimated resistance using opportunistic presence-only data analysed with seven different species distribution models (SDMs), GPS collar data analysed with point and path selection functions (PSF; PathSF), and genetic data analysed in a landscape genetic framework. We modelled connectivity between the start and end locations of puma dispersal paths using CS and CD algorithms. We then used independent dispersal data from pumas in the study area to assess the performance of each resistance surface/connectivity algorithm combination. Because previous studies have shown that different data types produce resistance surfaces with similar variables and relationships to resistance (Cushman, Lewis, & Landguth, 2014), we predicted that all our data types would produce qualitatively similar resistance surfaces. We also expected, based on previous research comparing point and movement-based approaches (Abrahms et al., 2017; Zeller et al., 2014), that resistance surfaces derived from movement and genetic models would outperform those based on presence-only data. Lastly, we predicted that the CD connectivity algorithm would outperform the CS algorithm because the assumptions of CS are not met when the scale of analysis is individual movement across the landscape.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study area and environmental variables

Our study area, measuring 11,722 km$^2$, was San Diego County, California, USA (Figure 1). The region experiences a Mediterranean climate with mild winters and hot dry summers. The western part of the study area is comprised of coastal and foothill habitats while the eastern part of the study area is comprised of mountain and desert habitats. Elevations range from sea level to 1,992 m.

We selected human development, topographic and vegetation variables known to influence puma habitat use and movement (Table 1). Our previous work has shown resistance surfaces and corridors for pumas are sensitive to the choice of geospatial layers and their thematic resolutions (Zeller, McGarigal, et al., 2017). Therefore, we represented many of these variables with different thematic resolutions and allowed the models to drive the selection of the thematic representation for a variable. We used 30 m as the spatial grain size for the variables.

To determine the most appropriate scale of selection for each variable in each model, we explored smoothing kernels of various sizes (McGarigal, Wan, Zeller, Timm, & Cushman, 2016). Using the smoothie package (Gilleland, 2013) in the R software environment (R Core Team 2016), we applied a Pareto kernel to each pixel in the landscape representing the following scales: 241 m, 681 m, 1,123 m, 1,850 m, 2,312 m, 3,044 m, 3,819 m, 4,461 m. Scales were based on empirically estimating the Pareto curve from the distribution of puma movement distances across eight different time periods from 15 min to 6 hr (details in Zeller et al., 2014).

Univariate models (described in detail in Appendix S1) were run, and AUC values or AICc values were used to determine the most appropriate scale for each variable for the SDMs and resource selection functions, respectively. Pairwise correlations between scaled variables were assessed, and the higher performing variable between pairs with a correlation coefficient $|r| > .60$ was retained for the multivariate models.

2.2 | Habitat suitability and movement models

We explored four data types in our analysis: (1) opportunistic presence-only data, (2) point data from GPS telemetry collars, (3) path data from GPS telemetry collars and (4) genetic data. The
GPS telemetry point and path data were from individuals operating within established home ranges. To estimate resistance and model connectivity from the first data type, we developed seven multi-scale species distribution models (SDMs) based on six different algorithms and an ensemble SDM. From the second data type, we developed two multi-scale point selection functions—one with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Source/Derivation</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roads and development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Roads⁴</td>
<td>Open Street Map</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Open Street Map 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary roads⁴</td>
<td>Open Street Map; Motorways</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Open Street Map 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary roads⁴</td>
<td>Open Street Map; primary road, secondary road and trunk road</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Open Street Map 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary roads⁴</td>
<td>Open Street Map; living street, residential, rest area, road, service, tertiary and unclassified</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Open Street Map 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaved roads/trails⁵</td>
<td>Open Street Map; bridleway, cycleway, footway, path and track</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Open Street Map 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Imperviousness⁶</td>
<td>Derived from a hybrid of the National Land Cover Database percentage impervious surface and updated data from the San Diego Association of Governments land use surface</td>
<td>2011/2012</td>
<td>NLCD 2011 (Jin et al., 2013), SANDAG 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Topography                      |                                                                                   |       |                                 |
| Elevation⁷                      | National Elevation Dataset                                                        | 2009  | USGS 2009                       |
| Percentage Slope²               | Derived from National Elevation Dataset                                          | –     | –                               |
| Terrain Ruggedness²             | Total curvature derived from National Elevation Dataset with DEM Surface Tools (Jenness 2013) | –     | –                               |
| Topographic Position Index²     | Derived from National Elevation Dataset                                          | –     | –                               |
| Ridges⁴                         | Derived from Topographic Position Index values ≥ 8                              | –     | –                               |
| Canyons⁴                        | Derived from Topographic Position Index values ≤−8                              | –     | –                               |
| Steep Slope³                    | Derived from Topographic Position Index values −8−8, slope ≥6°                  | –     | –                               |
| Gentle Slope³                   | Derived from Topographic Position Index values −8−8, slope ≤6°                 | –     | –                               |

| Water                            |                                                                                   |       |                                 |
| Streams⁵                        | National Hydrography Dataset streams layer                                        | 2011  | USGS 2011                       |
| Distance to Water²              | Derived from National Hydrography Dataset calculated as Euclidean distance to blue line streams | –     | –                               |

| Vegetation type                 |                                                                                   |       |                                 |
| Agriculture⁴                   | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Chaparral⁴                      | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Coastal Scrub⁴                  | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Coniferous Forest⁴             | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Desert Scrub⁴                   | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Hardwood Forest⁴               | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Herbaceous Grassland⁴          | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Riparian⁴                      | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Urban⁴                         | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |
| Water and Wetlands⁴            | Vegetation Data of San Diego County                                              | 2014  | SANDAG 2014                     |

⁴Categorical variables.

⁵Continuous variables.

TABLE 1 Environmental variables used in the puma models. Source or derivation, data year and citation are provided.
all puma GPS data points (PSF-All) and one with GPS points from when a puma was in a movement state (PSF-Move; Zeller et al., 2014). From the third data type, we developed a multi-scale path selection function (Zeller et al., 2016; Figure 2). We then predicted habitat suitability across the study area from the SDMs, relative probability of resource use from the PSFs and relative probability of movement from the PathSFs. The genetic data were collected from captured or deceased pumas across the study area and were used in a multi-scale landscape genetic analysis, which estimated resistance directly. Information detailing the puma data and analytical approaches are provided in Appendix S1.

2.3 | Resistance surfaces

Beier, Majka, and Spencer (2008) challenged the assumption that resistance is the linear negative inverse of habitat suitability. Furthermore, Mateo-Sánchez et al. (2015a,b) and Keeley et al. (2016) proposed that dispersing individuals may be more tolerant of subpar habitat types than individuals in home ranges or established territories. They found more support for relaxing the relationship between habitat suitability and resistance so that only lower values of habitat suitability would have a high resistance (Figure 2). Therefore, we explored three different transformations to convert habitat suitability, or predicted probability of use/movement, to resistance: a negative linear transformation and two negative exponential transformations (c4 and c8 following Keeley et al., 2016; Figure 2). The negative exponential transformations assign high resistance values to only the lowest habitat suitability values with the c8 being the most extreme of the two transformations (Figure 2).

Habitat suitability surface values from the seven SDMs ranged from 1 to 1,000. We rescaled these surfaces from 0 to 1 and then

![Figure 2](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ddi.12742)
applied the three different transformations to obtain resistance values from 1 to 100. From the PSF-All, PSF-Move and PathSF models, we obtained relative probability-of-use surfaces ranging from 0 to 1 and used the three transformations to convert these to resistance.

We derived our resistance surface from the landscape genetic analysis by summing the resistance surfaces for the variables in the final model and rescaling from 1 to 100. We did not use any transformations since the landscape genetic approach estimates resistance directly. We also developed one additional resistance surface for testing; a multilevel resistance surface (described in Zeller, Vickers, Ernest, & Boyce, 2017) that was the product (rescaled from 1 to 100) of the linearly scaled PathSF resistance surface and the landscape genetic resistance surface (Figure 2). This multilevel resistance surface, which represents both broad-scale dispersal and successful breeding as well as fine-scaled movement decisions, may be superior to either one of these surfaces in isolation (Zeller, Vickers, et al., 2017).

2.4 | Puma dispersal data

Pumas typically disperse from their natal territories as subadults. From our population of collared pumas, we identified 11 subadult dispersers that travelled from their natal home range to a new home range in the study area using net squared displacement curves (Bunnefeld et al., 2011). We extracted GPS locations from the dispersal period and visually identified the maximally displaced start and end points of this dispersal period. For each individual, we used these start and end points as the source and destination points for each connectivity algorithm. We used all the dispersal points (n = 1,044) between these start and end points as our validation data (Figure 1).

2.5 | Connectivity algorithms and model validation

Across each of our 32 resistance surfaces, we ran CS (using CS software; Shah & McRae, 2008) and CD (using the gdistance R package) connectivity algorithms between the start and end points of each puma dispersal event. The CS approach produces a cumulative current flow surface between the start and end points, and the CD approach adds together the cost distance kernels from the start and end points, resulting in a surface ranging from least to maximal cost (e.g., Appendix S2). We quantile-rescaled the resultant connectivity surfaces so they were comparable across models and algorithms.

To assess the performance of each connectivity surface, we used three connectivity validation methods as recommended by McClure et al. (2016). For the first validation method, we extracted the values on each connectivity surface at the dispersal points between the start and end points, and calculated the mean and standard error of those values. We assumed better performing surfaces had higher connectivity values at dispersal points than other surfaces. For the second validation method, we obtained null connectivity surfaces by running the two connectivity algorithms between the start and end points of each dispersal path on a resistance surface where every pixel had a value of one. We then differenced the null connectivity value from the empirical connectivity value at each dispersal point and calculated the mean and standard error of these values. Empirical connectivity surfaces outperform the null connectivity surface when values at the dispersal points are higher on the empirical surfaces than on the null surface and a positive difference is obtained. This method directly assessed the performance of the resistance surfaces by identifying surfaces that significantly outperformed a null, isolation-by-distance model. For the third validation method, we calculated the proportion of dispersal points for each puma that fell within the top 10% of values on the connectivity surface. For management and implementation purposes, corridors are often delineated from a connectivity surface by taking an upper percentage of connectivity values. Therefore, this method determined how well a corridor model derived from these connectivity models captured the dispersal process. We also performed likelihood ratio tests to determine the effect of model type, transformation to resistance and corridor algorithm on each of these three performance measures.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Models

Based on the results of our univariate testing of environmental variables (Appendix S3), different puma data types and modelling approaches sometimes selected different scales for the same variable. However, puma preference or avoidance of variables remained relatively consistent across data types and models. Puma SDMs indicated an avoidance of grassland, urban areas, and higher ruggedness and topographic positions, a slight avoidance of agriculture and areas further from water, and a preference for chaparral forest, elevation, riparian areas and streams (e.g., Appendix S4). All six individual SDMs had an AUC ≥ 0.80, indicating moderate model performance (Manel, Williams, & Ormerod, 2001), and we included all six of these individual SDMs in the ensemble model, which had an AUC of 0.85 (Appendix S5).

Although the final model variables and scales differed slightly among models, the final averaged multi-scale PSF-All, PSF-Move and PathSF models all indicated an avoidance of agriculture, grassland, steep slopes, and human development and a preference for higher elevations, forests, and streams and riparian areas (Appendices S6–S8).

The multi-scale landscape genetics model indicated higher resistance values with higher proportions of agriculture, coastal scrub, grassland, urban, and higher values of distance to water and lower resistance values with higher proportions of canyons, and higher values of elevation and topographic position (Appendix S3). Lower resistance values for forests, streams and ridges were at intermediate proportions of those variables.
3.2 Validation

The first validation method indicated that, in general, all connectivity surfaces performed well, and all had a mean connectivity value at the dispersal points >0.85 (bootstrapped standard errors ranged from a minimum of 0.81 to a maximum of 0.975; Figure 3). All CS surfaces had a mean value at the dispersal points >0.91, while CD PathSFs had mean values >0.95. The results indicated PSF and PathSF models outperformed SDMs when CD was used, and the CD models generally outperformed the CS models. The performance of PSF and PathSF models was very similar, but PSF models were more sensitive to the type of transformation from relative probability of use to resistance with the more negative exponential transformation resulting in higher model performance. The landscape genetic model did not outperform the SDM models, but was improved when combined with the PathSF model. The linear transformation to resistance outperformed the other transformations for the SDM models. The likelihood ratio tests indicated that all three factors—model type, transformation to resistance and connectivity method—influenced model performance with model type having the most influence (Table 2).

The second validation method indicated that the PathSF model, regardless of transformation, consistently outperformed the null isolation-by-distance model, but only with the CD algorithm (Figure 4). Similarly, the PSF-All model with a c8 resistance transformation and the PSF-Movement model under both inverse exponential transformations also significantly outperformed the null model with the CD algorithm. None of the resistance surfaces derived from SDM or genetic models outperformed the null model with either connectivity algorithm. When the CS algorithm was used, no combination of model type or resistance surface was better than the null model. Likelihood ratio tests again indicated all three factors—model type, transformation to resistance and connectivity method—influenced model performance with model type having the most influence (Table 2).

The top 10% of each connectivity surface captured at least 65% of the puma dispersal points regardless of model type, transformation to resistance or connectivity algorithm (Figure 5). As a group, the GPS collar and genetic surfaces with the CD algorithm performed the best, capturing at least 83% of the dispersal points and outperforming the SDM surfaces. Although the CD outperformed the CS algorithm for the GPS collar and genetic surfaces, CS tended to outperform the CD algorithm for the SDM models. Transformation to resistance had similar effects on connectivity surface performance to the first validation method. Likelihood ratio test results were similar to the previous two validation methods (Table 2).

4 Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess the performance of multiple data types and connectivity algorithms in representing the dispersal process for a species. Although our results were sometimes noisy, we were able to reach general conclusions about data type, connectivity algorithm and the relationship between habitat suitability and resistance. Overall, our results indicated that the choice of data type for estimating resistance and modelling connectivity was the most influential factor in capturing the dispersal process. In general, we found that models based on GPS collar data, genetic data or a combination of the two data types outperformed those based on opportunistic presence-only data. The PathSF models had consistently good performance across the three validation methods and were the only models that, regardless of the transformation to resistance, outperformed the null isolation-by-distance
TABLE 2  Likelihood ratio test results. The three validation response variables (quantile values at dispersal points, differences in values at dispersal points between empirical and null models, and proportion of dispersal points in the top 10% of the connectivity surface) modelled as a function of (1) model type, (2) transformation to resistance and (3) connectivity algorithm. Likelihood ratio tests were performed comparing the full model with each of these left out in turn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Quantile value at dispersal points</th>
<th>Transformation to resistance</th>
<th>Connectivity algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model type (df = 1)</td>
<td>Log-Likelihood</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46,235</td>
<td>1,176</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation to resistance (df = 2)</td>
<td>46,235</td>
<td>1,659</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity algorithm (df = 1)</td>
<td>46,235</td>
<td>1,176</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4  Mean difference between the value of each connectivity surface at the dispersal points and the value of the null isolation-by-distance model at the dispersal points. Dispersal points were from an independent data set consisting of eleven dispersal events from 2005 to 2012 (n = 1,044). Bootstrapped standard error bars are also shown. Values greater than zero (horizontal dotted line) indicate statistically significant improvement over the null model. The two facets correspond to the connectivity algorithm used, model indicates the data/model type used to estimate resistance, and transformation refers to the transformation used to convert habitat suitability to resistance. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
model when a CD algorithm was used, but the resistance transformation differentially affected their performance. PathSF was least sensitive to the transformation, performing equally well under the three transformations whereas PSF-Move and PSF-All only outperformed the null model when an inverse exponential transformation was used—either c4 or c8 for PSF-Move or c8 for PSF-All. The SDMs never significantly outperformed the null model. We expected the PSF-All models to perform worse than the PSF-Movement and PathSF models, but results between these data types were extremely similar, indicating all are adequate for capturing the dispersal process for pumas. This is encouraging as home range use data already exist for many imperilled species, such as large carnivores, and therefore, functional connectivity may be assessed relatively rapidly (Fattebert et al., 2015). These results agree with those found by Fattebert et al. (2015), Keeley et al. (2016) and Keeley et al. (2017) for leopards, desert bighorn sheep and kinkajous, respectively, and Newby (2011) for pumas. However, these results contrast those found by Elliot et al. (2014), Gastón et al. (2016) and Jackson et al. (2016) for African lions, Iberian lynx and African wild dogs. This may be due to differences in taxa or in methodologies as these studies did not compare the ability of corridors to capture dispersal movement, but instead compared corridors derived from dispersal data with corridors derived from other data types. Resistance surfaces derived solely from genetic data performed poorly compared with those derived from GPS collar data. Cushman et al. (2014) found similarly poor performance of genetic data for predicting within home-range movement for black bears compared with PathSFs.

Our third prediction—that we would observe higher model performance with CD than CS—was supported. CD outperformed CS when GPS collar and genetic data were used and, unlike CS, was able to outperform the null isolation-by-distance models for these data types. In comparing the proportion of dispersal points captured in the corridors, CD tended to outperform CS when resistance surfaces were derived from GPS collar or genetic data. However, for the first validation method, our results are consistent with those found by McRae and Beier (2007) indicating higher performance of CS when compared with CD for predicting genetic relatedness. Across both validation methods, our results contrast those found by McClure et al. (2016) who found CS models outperformed CD models when using a PSF with wolverine dispersal data. The PSF they used was derived from VHF, not GPS telemetry data, and points were collected every 10 days. With this long acquisition interval, it is possible these data were more akin to the opportunistic presence-only data used in this study, which may explain the difference in results. LaPoint, Gallery, Wikelski, and Kays (2013) found that CS outperformed CD for predicting within home-range movements of fishers, although neither method performed well.

The good performance of the CD algorithm may also be explained by the similarities of CD to resistant kernels in the context of our analysis (Compton, McGarigal, Cushman, & Gamble, 2007). Resistant kernels are built on the concept of cost distance, but instead of pairing source and destination points, cost distance is allowed to flow from multiple source points (or every pixel in the landscape) until a biologically relevant cost distance (based on known dispersal distances for a species) has been reached. The cost distance kernels from all source points are then summed to obtain a single surface. In our analysis, we summed the cost distances from the start and the end points of a dispersal path, and therefore, the CD algorithm we used are equivalent to resistant kernels. However, for connectivity modelling across a landscape of interest, resistant kernels have many advantages over CD algorithms: resistant kernels are not constrained by source–destination points, they do not assume individuals have complete knowledge of the landscape, and the flow can be limited by biologically based dispersal distances (Cushman & Landguth, 2012; Cushman et al., 2013). Given the performance of CD models and the advantages of resistant kernels, we would recommend resistant kernels as the connectivity algorithm of choice.
The shape of the transformation from habitat suitability to resistance was also influential in the ability of a connectivity surface to capture the dispersal process, but the results were mixed. General trends indicate that the linear transformation from habitat suitability to resistance resulted in higher model performance for the SDM models, but the c8 transformation resulted in higher model performance for the models based on GPS collar data. However, within a model type, using one transformation over another rarely resulted in significant differences in model performance. We would have assumed that the habitat suitability derived from SDMs reflected habitat selection by individuals to maximize fitness within the home range and not movement per se and that a more relaxed transformation to resistance would have more adequately captured the dispersal process. However, we did not find this to be the case. Our results agreed with those of Mateo-Sánchez et al. (2015a,b), Keeley et al. (2016), and Keeley et al. (2017) indicating a negative exponential transformation to resistance from habitat use derived from GPS collar data is more appropriate than a negative linear transformation and support the notion by Beier et al. (2008) and Cushman et al. (2013) that within-home range habitat use does not directly translate to resistance.

Additional research is needed to determine whether different modelling approaches or connectivity algorithms could improve upon the model performances we observed. Exploring connectivity surface performance by sex would be an additional component that may offer more insights into model performance. For example, studies modelling African lion and brown bear movement found substantially different corridor locations when males and females were modelled separately (Elliot et al., 2014; Maiorano, Boitani, Chiaverini, & Ciucci, 2017). This is more likely to be a factor in species where dispersal behaviour and distances vary with sex, such as in large carnivores. More studies such as this, in addition to simulation modelling with species of different vagilities in different landscapes with varying habitat characteristics, would aid in identifying generalizable conclusions regarding data type and connectivity algorithm for modelling wildlife corridors. Including occupancy models and camera trap data would also be very informative as these data types are becoming increasingly widespread and available.

Our study was focused on a single, generalist species in one geographic location and thus was limited in scope. Nonetheless, we are able to offer general recommendations regarding modelling connectivity for pumas and an analytical paradigm to be tested for other species. Resistance surfaces estimated from GPS collar data (either via PSFs or PathSFs) are recommended over those estimated with opportunistic presence-only or genetic data. If GPS collar data can be obtained at an adequate acquisition interval for capturing movement paths (every 5–30 min for puma; Zeller et al., 2016), we recommend PathSF models over PSF models as, unlike PSF models, all the PathSF models outperformed the null model. We also recommend genetic data over opportunistic presence-only data, given our results and those of Mateo-Sánchez et al. (2015a). Genetic data directly measure not only successful dispersal, but also dispersal that resulted in breeding, which is the most biologically relevant issue for functional connectivity (Zeller, Vickers et al., 2017). For connectivity approaches, we recommend the CD algorithm, specifically the improved resistant kernel algorithm over CS. However, if only opportunistic presence-only data are available, the dispersal process may be better captured with the CS algorithm as we found the CS algorithm to be less sensitive to data type. Identifying or assessing functional connectivity from more readily available empirical presence-only data is an improvement over expert opinion (Clevenger & Wierzbowski, 2002; Poor, Loucks, Jakes, & Urban, 2012; Shirk, Wallin, Cushman, Rice, & Warthed, 2010). When SDMs are applied with thoughtful selection of scales, modelling approach, transformation and connectivity algorithm, they may be able to capture the dispersal process relatively well. We found that SDMs captured approximately 65%–87% of the dispersal process across connectivity algorithms.

As the goal of most connectivity studies is to identify conservation corridors, capturing the dispersal process within corridors is paramount for providing functional connectivity for wildlife. We were encouraged to find that, when GPS collar or genetic data were used, 75%–87% of the dispersal process was captured within the CS corridors and 83%–93% of the dispersal process was captured within the CD corridors. This indicates that for both GPS collar and genetic data, and regardless of transformation to resistance or connectivity algorithm, functional corridors can be robustly identified for terrestrial species using currently available methods.
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